WATER  UNDER  THE  BRIDGES
end of the war is, to my mind, deplorably short-sighted and foolish,
both on practical but still more on political grounds. Let Austria, or
even the Rhineland, be given the opportunity to secede from the
Reich, if they wish to do so at the end of the war in accordance with
the recognized principle of self-determination, but do not restrict that
principle as it was restricted in the Versailles Treaty.
For, whatever anyone may say to the contrary, there are two
Germanics, and always will be, one aggressive and the other peace-
loving, but both seeking German unity. To-day Nazism and
Germany are one and indivisible and must be treated as such. But if
we wish to encourage a peace-loving Germany (nor will anyone deny
that a change of heart in Germany, if it is ever to be realized, must
come from within), let us begin by removing the one main cause
which has hitherto linked those two Germanics together. The one
absolute fact which became increasingly apparent to me during my
two years in Berlin was the internal conflict between the peace party
in Germany on the one hand and the war party on the other. Numeric-
ally, the former was probably considerably stronger, bur the war party
won in the end, largely because there were too many Germans in
Czechoslovakia, in Silesia, and in Poland. So long as that party could
beat the drum for persecuted fellow-countrymen just outside the
frontiers of the Reich, the hands of the peace party were tied and its
efforts condemned to sterility.
Difficult though it is at this moment to be objective where Germany
is concerned, it is because the Germans are a necessary part of Europe
that when the Peace Treaty comes to be drawn up we shall be wise to
recall the advice given by die Duke of Wellington to Lord Castlereagh
in 1815: "Let us keep our great object, the genuine peace and tran-
quillity of the world, in our view, and shape our arrangements to
provide for it"
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